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Das Gemeinschaftskonferenz, 

Alarmed by recent events in the Oclusi Democratic Republic, 

Deeply concerned by the instances of widespread piracy in the Alemansee and near the              

Oclusian coast, 

Emphasizing the negative impacts of a widespread group of refugees exiting Oclusia, 

Bearing in mind the importance of national sovereignty amongst members of the            

Gemeinschaft, 

Conscious that unknown groups have perpetrated numerous terrorist attacks on Oclusi soil            

and continue to perpetrate such attacks against the internationally-recognized Oclusi          

government and against civilians, 

Reiterates its grave concern over the ongoing and increasing threat of piracy and armed              

robbery at sea against international vessels off the coast of Oclusia, especially fishing,             

merchant, and passenger vessels, 

Aware that the government of Oclusia is in dire need of assistance to provide and coordinate                

humanitarian assistance and security operations to help resolve the crisis, 

Recognizing that the political situation in Oclusia is unstable and governance is weak, thereby              

impeding progress on security and national defense reforms following the deadly events of             

the Oclusi government’s persecution of Courantists in 2019, 

1. Condemns the actions of pirates and other terrorist groups in Oclusia, 

2. Calls upon member nations of the Gemeinschaft to supply humanitarian aid to combat the              

impacts of piracy in Oclusia, 



3. Encourages renewed and enhanced efforts, with increased coordination and cooperation,          

among all Gemeinschaft members to achieve a strong and meaningful approach in the             

deterrence, prevention, and repression of acts of piracy and armed robbery at sea, 

4. Encourages that Gemeinschaft members supply additional aid or support to Oclusia as they             

see fit, 

5. Urges military intervention by Gemeinschaft nations in Oclusia if they deem it necessary, 

6. Seeks to ensure long-term economic stability in Oclusia, 

7. Requests that no member of the Gemeinschaft infringe upon the sovereignty of Oclusia or              

any other nation, 

8. Underlines that the elimination of the root causes of terrorism such as poverty, human rights               

violations, and oppression would contribute immensely to the eradication of terrorist           

organizations around the world,  

9. Asserts that factors of underdevelopment form a vicious cycle,  

10. Further recommends that member nations of the Gemeinschaft engage in economic           

development programs that aim to build initiatives in the recovery effort, 

11. Requests that the Oclusi government, upon the conclusion of the ongoing crisis, immediately             

begin peacebuilding efforts towards the development of democratic institutions to ensure           

long-term stability and be able to defend its sovereign territory and to provide basic security               

services to its own citizens. 


